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• Achieving a worthy, well-thought-out goal
in a manner consistent with your values.
• Having a great team. Truly it is synergistic-having the right people in the right places for
open communication and collaboration. Having a solid partnership at home is critical, too.
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If you witness folks, especially Gen ‘Y’, struggling with success, perhaps the above keys will
shed a bright light upon where to focus. It doesn’t
have to be as difficult as we often make it.
Ann Golden Eglé, MCC is president and lead
coach of Golden Visions & Associates, Coaching
for Executive & Leadership Success, est. 1998;
can be reached at ann@gvasuccess.com, www.
gvasuccess.com or 541-385-8887. Subscribe to
Ann’s weekly ‘Success Thoughts’ via her website
home page.
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